
In this video.

I am going to show you how you can use vid tags to power your video and audio content that will help you
save time boost engagement and ultimately increase profits for you and your client's video.

marketing business. Before I dive into the demo of Vid Tags.

I want to first tell you a little about vid tags and why you must make the switch today. Vid tags is an AI-
powered interactive video and audio hosting platform that makes navigating, deep tagging, searching,.

transcribing and translating your marketing video audio content super easy. To use just copy and paste the
URL of any online video or audio or import videos from YouTube, your Zoom sections, videos from
Facebook, Vimeo, Dropbox or just.

upload from your computer.

Vid tags will automatically generate transcripts then create an interactive actionable table of contents by
understanding.

the context of the conversations in the video while adding deep tags to each segment in the interactive
actionable table of contents.

Now with this new content, you can translate and render into 35 different languages.

First we need a YouTube video URL.

So I'm just going to copy this YouTube Real Estate Guide to the Vid tags dashboard.

Now we have two options one is to allow the AI to detect the video language or we can select from the
language drop down list for this demo.

I'll ask the AI to detect the video language for us. Next.

I will select YouTube and paste the link to fetch and import the video from YouTube to Vid tags.

Depending on the video size this can take a minute or two to render while we are waiting for the video to
complete its initialization.

We can also create video or audio pages from here we will be able to create our page categories or our
podcast pages in other to get video or podcast galleries.

Here is one of the pages I created earlier and I can link my videos to create video galleries.

Also, if you want to create a video category page from scratch, you can do that here give the page title
descriptions sub URL and you can upload your own logo here.

If you want to show The View counts or date the video was published.

You can turn them on here and the click to watch button text goes here and we can also reproduce the same
for our audio to add your audio files or text here.

You'll be able to upload your audio to convert to text, Auto-add tags, transcribe, have it searchable and



translate to over 35 different languages.

We can also convert our blogs to a speech by pasting the blog URL here.

You can select the language of the blog post you want to convert to speech, select your voice model, the
speech pitch type, and the volume. Plus we can also generate speech or audio from our text or text documents
by pasting them here..

For this demo, I'll be uploading our audio file and let the AI do the hard work for us..

Depending on the file size.

This can take seconds to get uploaded, tagged and transcribed.

From this icon drop-down, you'll be able to see your initialization completions.

And we also get to send you an email for each completed file render. From what I can see here 0ur video has
rendered okay.

Now, let's see the wonders of Vid tags and what was done for us in the background? How cool he created
chapters in form of tags? And we can also see the video transcriptions here now.

That is the power of AI.

From here we can add this video to the gallery category we created earlier and also we can customize our
video.

As you can see the app fetch the video title, meta information and descriptions for us.

I'll make our video public, so we can be indexed by the search engine and we can share our URL or
embedded on our website.

You can always upload your thumbnail here though the software automatically fetches and add one for you.

You can always edit the description to something more seo-friendly and click to save.

Vid tags support several sharing methods via the link Facebook and other social methods.

Next is to set our embed positions.

Vid tags have several and embed positions and you can customize the player and the video and embed size.

Let's make the embed size 1400 by 600 pixel.

We can select the position.

We want our tags or transcripts to appear.

This could be at the bottom, left or right.

Let's select the right position for this demo.

We can uncheck any of the features we don't want and we can also edit any of the features text. With Vid



tags, what-you-see-is-what-you-get simple, and we can copy our codes that can be embedded anywhere on
our website here.

Let's take a sneak peek to see how our video has been transformed, ready?.

Boom! now tell me, have you come across any tool close to Vid tags interactive actionable table of content
with full transcriptions before? Tell me you've not been blown away by how powerful Vid tags is?.

Haha.

We've not even scratched the surface yet, from here.

We can see our view counts, share links.

Option to download the video and download transcripts in different formats. As the platform owner.

You have the right to restrict these options and determine what viewers can see or gain access to. A tap on
the play buttons.

So you can see the interactions and also any point of the video can be searched say I want to start watching
from where the author mentioned Transportation I can just enter the keyword and the video.

will skip to that point. Now think about how helpful and engaging this Beast of a software will help boost
your video marketing business..

We can also use the auto-scroll feature to read and watch along how convenient. Okay, let's embed this video
quickly on our website.

I'll copy our vid tags embed code, as I mentioned before vid tags will work out of the box for your websites.
Now, let's see how it looks on our website by copying the website link.

Also, the chapters are interactive your viewers can click at any point on your table of contents to start
watching from that point on.

The players can be customized and you can remove any feature.

You don't want visible to your viewers and we can also change the player position.

If you want to disable all the bells and whistles and want to embed only the video on your website.

Vid tags can do that for you, too.

Cool, right?.

We now have a stand-alone video. Another awesome feature of Vid tags.

I know you've been waiting for this.

It's the ability to translate your video into several languages. Really we can do that too?.

Yes, all things to our inbuilt AI deep tagging add-on.

Let's dive into it, shall we?.



Our first video translation language will be French.

Click here to listen to how the talking head will sound, next select the voice model, the pitch, and the volume
Style..

I'm on a roll.

Let's add one more language translation to this video.

Let me see which language to pick.

Okay, espanol it is.

I will select my voice model.

I'll call this Spanish.

Then click to add the language.

We'll Circle back to it while it renders.

Please know that you'll always receive completion notice via email and you can also see the status here,
while we wait for the translation to complete we can skip back to see the audio file We uploaded earlier.

Let's open it to see if it was tagged, transcribed, and searchable. You bet, here are the tags and the transcript
rendered beautifully.

Also, we can switch our file to have it public.

Let's give it a title.

So don't forget to add a nice meta tag and descriptions for an SEO boost.

Also, you can upload your cover thumbnail here.

Did I also tell you you can also translate the audio file into other languages? Yes, you can with your AI friend
Vid tags.

Let's get the German version of our audio.

We can add one more language.

Okay, say Italian Italian it is then.

As you can see from the timeline our German translation has already completed if I click on the language tab
here it switches German, the system also automatically creates an interactive actionable table of contents for
us.

Also, translate the voice to German and the transcript gets translated also..

Let's use the share feature to see how our podcast page looks, wait until you see how you can quickly create
collections of podcast pages. A click on the play button to see the transcription and.



the interactions, not just only the videos you create with Vid tags are searchable.

This one too is searchable and it works for other languages too. As you see it auto switch to German.

Now, let's Circle back to our video to see if it has completed its rendering..

Regarding video Pages We can have collections of our videos in gallery format.

And this Gallery can be embedded on our website too or we can use our vid tags Gallery URL.

This is good for training or tutorial video collections.

Okay, our video languages have been completed.

Now.

Let's change the embed positions to see how it looks on our website.

From here.

You can select a video language you want as your default language? Now let's refresh our website to see the
new change. As you can see the position has changed and we can select our video language.

The contents all changed to French including the transcript and voice over.

One of my favorite embed positions is the bottom position.

I will switch to it so you can see how it looks.

On this settings tab, you'll be able to change the Vid tags dashboard language and your timezone.

You'll be able to connect and fetch your Zoom sections and Google drive files from here.

If you want to cut out outside noise, hummings or profanity from your contents.

You can always turn this on. Your video and audio analytics are housed here.

You'll be able to also see your analytics here and also by individual languages.

Alright guys, go ahead and use the link below to get Vid tags today as I can't wait to see you inside the
member's area.

Alright guys, go ahead and use the link below to get VIN tags today is I can't wait to see you inside the
members area.


